SWISS SURVIVAL KIT
EXPERIENCE
OUR SWITZERLAND
&&
ZURICH
JOIN OUR MONTHLY
SWITZERLAND
ZURICHEVENINGS
EVENINGS
Don‘t just stand on the sidelines - be part of it!
Whether it‘s a privately or professionally motivated stay,
who wouldn‘t like to get useful and practical information right away?
GLiNT introduces Switzerland with its «Swiss Presentations» to people, who
would like to get an informative and entertaining insight into this diverse country.
During our «Switzerland Evenings» we use extensive illustrations and multimedia
in order to offer an authentic «Swiss Experience».
Among our customers are various international companies, Embassies, VIP Lounges
and even Swiss who would like to get a deeper insight into their multifarious country.
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Our services intend to enlighten, sensitise and surprise so that you don‘t feel like a guest but, in next to no time, «at home».

Experience
Switzerland
in 3 hours!
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The «Switzerland Evening»

The «Zurich Evening»

...offers a general overview of Switzerland. You will get
fascinating information about the country and you will
be introduced to different regions and its traditions such
as Swiss Wrestling and Swiss Yodeling.

...offers an exciting insight into Switzerland‘s largest
city and its region. You will get to know its history with
its fascinating stories and traditions. During the city
Tour through the old town of Zurich you will explore
this cosmopolitan little metropolis.

Dates 2016:
3 March, 7 April, 12 May, 2 June, 7 July, 1 September,
6 October, 3 November, 1 December.
On Thursdays from 19h00 - 22h00.
Location: The venues are centrally located and easily
accessible by public transport or car.
Your Investment: CHF 225.Including participation fee, Apéro riche and beverages
during the «Switzerland Evenings».
The «Switzerland Evening» may be booked on its own
or in combination with the «Zurich Evening»
as the «Swiss Survival Kit».

Dates 2016:
31 March, 21 April, 26 May, 30 June, 14 July,
29 September, 27 October, 24 November, 22 December.
On Thursdays from 19h00 - 22h00.
Location: The venues are in Zurich, centrally located
and easily accessible by public transport or car.
Your Investment: CHF 225.Including participation fee, Apéro riche and
beverages during the «Zurich Evenings».
The «Zurich Evening» may only be booked in
combination with the «Switzerland Evening»as a
«Swiss Survival Kit».

«SWISS SURVIVAL KIT» - Special offer CHF 415.Registration: You may register via e-mail, fax or on the website www.glint.ch.
By registering you accept the General Terms and Conditions of GLiNT GmbH which you can find on the website.
The number of participants is limited. Your registration is binding and will be confirmed in writing as soon as we have
received your payment.
Account Details: IBAN: CH 26 0070 0110 0017 7417 6 - BIC/SWIFT: ZKBKCHZZ80A
GLiNT GmbH
Zumikerstrasse 34, 8702 Zollikon, Tel +41 44 390 21 23
www.glint.ch / registration@glint.ch

